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Abstract 
This paper is mainly concerned with a class of optimal control problem of systems governed by dynamic systems on 
time scales. Discussing L1-strong-weak lower semicontinuity of integral functional on time scales, we give sufficient 
conditions on the existence of optimal controls for control sets . In addition, studying the weak solution 
of backward problem for dynamic equations on time scales, the necessary conditions of optimality are derived. 
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1. Introduction 
The calculus of time scales  was initiated by Hilger in his PhD thesis in 1988 in order to create a theory 
that can unify discrete and continuous analysis. The time scales calculus has a tremendous potential for 
applications in some mathematical models of real processes and phenomena studied in physics, chemical 
technology, population dynamics, biotechnology and economics, neural networks, social sciences, as is 
pointed out in the monographs of Benchohra [1] and Bohner [2]. In recent years dynamic systems on time 
scales are considered for both initial value problems and boundary value problems. Some results on the 
existence, uniqueness and properties of classical solution were obtained [6,7]. 
It is well known that the optimal control problems on time sales is a very important topic for both 
theory and application which had not been considered until 2006. We put forward the optimal control 
problems on time scales in the paper [3] first. Giving the Ascoli-Arzela theorem on time scales we 
presented the existence of optimal controls and derived the necessary conditions of optimality for LQ 
problem[3,8]. In 2009, using Hamiltonian function and classical variation Roman Hilscher and Vera 
Zeidan [5] derived a weak maximum principle for some special optimal control problems under very 
strong conditions. But, the existence of the optimal control and the optimal inequality are not given. 
In order to discuss the optimal control problems on time scales deeply, in present paper, under quite 
weak conditions, we study systematically the following optimal control problem (P): 
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∫∫ Δ+Δ= ),[),[ ))(())((),(()( baba ttuhttxtxguJ σ                          (1) 
on all , such that ,(),(),( 1 TLRTCux rd ×∈
0)(        ),()()()()( xaxtutftxtptx =+=+Δ σ                          (2) 
where TRTLp ,(1∈   ),  is a bounded time scale, Ta inf= , Tb sup= . Extending the exponential function ep with 
 on time scales to the case that , we introduce weak solution of the dynamic systems (2) 
in the Sobolev-type space  on time scales. This make up a gap of [3] where we did not give the 
proof on the extension of exponential function ep from 
),( RTCrd∈p ),(1 RTLp∈
),(1,1 RTW
),( RTCp rd∈  to  which is not trivial and 
widen the application scope. For ), even f  is smooth enough the dynamic systems (2) has not the 
classical solution. Next, we give a important theorem on the L1-strong-weak lower semicontinuity of 
integral functional on the square ) on time scales. In addition, by the virtue of Lebesgue △-
integral theory and Sobolev-type space  on time scales we discuss the integral functions with 
variable lower limit and introduce suitable weak solutions for the backward problem of the linear 
dynamical equation on time scale. Furthermore, utilizing the integration by parts in W , we derive the 
necessary conditions of optimality containing optimal controlled system, adjoint equation and optimal 
inequality. 
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,T
)
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2. Preliminaries 
We assume the reader is familiar with the basic notions of calculus on a time scale. The Lebesgue △-
measure Δμ was defined in [4] as the Caratheodory extension of a set function. For each t0 in Tk the single-
point set {t0} is △-measurable and its △-measure is given by { } 000 )()( ttt −=Δ σμ . Since each single-point 
subset of T is △-measurable and every kind of interval can be obtained from an interval of the form )[  by 
adding or subtracting the end points a and b, each interval of T is △-measurable. The Lebesgue △-measure 
,ba
Δμ  has closed association with Lebesgue measure μ. E is a subset of T. Define ))(,(~ iiEt tti σ∈EE= Υ . E
~ is called 
the extension of E. E is Lebesgue △-measurable if and only if E~  is Lebesgue measurable and 
). It is obvious that ∑∈Δ + Et ii tE )(()( σμ − it= E)(μ )(( E)E μμ =Δ  if and only if Eb∉  and E has no right-scattered points. 
For a function ], define the step function interpolation ,[: +∞−∞=→RTf Rba →],[:f~  as ,
This function extends f to the real interval  and it allows us to establish an equivalence between 
Lebesgue △-integration and classical Lebes-gue integral. Let 
⎩⎨
⎧
∈
∈=
))(,(),(
),(
)
iii ttttf
Tttf
t σ(
~f
],[ ba
TE⊆  be △-measurable set such that Eb∉ .
Now we can say that f is Lebesgue △-integrable on E if and only if f  is Lebesgue integrable on E~, in 
which case the following equality holds: ∫= E d∫ ΔE ttf~ )(ttf ~)( . The right side of the equality above is the 
standard Lebesgue integral over the real interval . From this equality we obtain a important result 
which give us a formula for calculating the Lebesgue △-integral. For all 
],[ baE⊆
Tts ∈, , with s<t, the following 
expression holds: 
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.
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)ENow we say that  provided that f is Lebesgue △-meas-urable on E and (1Lf∈ +∞<Δ∫ . Then, 
 if and only if 
E
f ττ)(
)(1 EL )f∈ ~(~ 1Lf ∈ E . Further, define the norm 1,1W⋅  on C
1
rd by  1 , for )f .
The completion of with the respect to the norm 
11,1
LLW
fff Δ+⋅=⋅ ∈ ,( RTCrd
),(1 RTC rd 1,1W⋅  is called Sobolev-type space )W . By the 
definition, for any  but fixed, there exists a sequence 
,(1 RT,1
),R(1,1 TWf∈ { } ),(1 RTCf rdn ⊂  and  such that ),R(1 TL∈g
0
1
−Δ
Ln
gf → , 01,1 →−nf Wf
Δ
gf
1,1
 as . The function g is called the generalized △-derivative of f in 
W1,1(T,R), denoted by . Some important properties on W1,1(T,R) is useful in the sequel. 
∞→n
Lemma 2.1  (1)  If , then )R,(TWf∈ ),( RTCf rd∈  and ∫ Δ=− Δ),[ )()()( ts gfsftf ττ . (2) If , then fg  and 
.
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Δ
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σ
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3. Existence of Optimal control 
The exponential function on time scales plays a very important role for discussing dynamic equations on 
time scales[2]. A function  is called positive regressive if RTp →: Tttpt ∈∀>+ ,0)()(1 μ . The exponential 
function ep on time scales is defined as the unique solution y(t)=ep(t,a) of the Cauchy problem 
, where 1=)(  ),()()( =Δ aytytpty }0)()(1|),({ ≠+∈ tptRTCp rd=Γ∈p C μ .
In order to discuss the optimal control problem on time scales, we have to consider the weak solution 
of controlled systems since the properties of control functions are often weak. Classical solutions are not 
suitable for optimal control problems. Furthermore, too strong assumption on main term σpx  of dynamic 
equation  must restrict the application )(t
∈
p
)()()( ftxtptx =+Δ σ
scope. So we need extended the exponential function ep on time scales to the case that p . For 
convenience, we denote .
),( RTLlic
1
}0)()(1|),({ 11 ≠+∈=Γ tptRTLp loc μ
First using Lebesgue △-integral and reduction to absurdity we can show that for 1 but fixed, there 
are m, M>0 such that 
Γ∈
TtMtptm ∈∀≤+≤ ,)()(1 μ . For  we still defined  1, Γ∈qp
pqqpqp μ++=⊕ , .1)1( −+−= ppp μθ
Further .1Γ,, ∈⊕ qppqp θθ
Say that a property Q holds △-almost everywhere(△-a.e.) on E if there is a △-null set Λ  such that 
Q holds for all 
E⊂
Λ∈ \Et . In the following theorem, one state some fundamental properties of the 
generalized exponential function. 
Theorem 3.1 Let . Then the following hold:1
),(),(),(,1),(,1),(0 rtereestetteste pppp
, ∈qp Γ
 (1) =≡≡  ; 
(2) ( ) ),(),(),(),,())()(1()),(( 1 tsetsestestetptste ppppp θμσ ==+= − ;
(3) ;( ) ),(),(),(),,(),(),( 1 stetsestestesteste qpqpqpqp θ== −⊕
(4) ;)R,(),( TCse rdp ∈⋅
(5) ( ) ( ) ))(,()(),(),,()(),( ⋅⋅−=⋅⋅⋅=⋅ ΔΔ σsepsesepse pppp △-a.e. on T. 
Specially, when T is a bounded time scale, we can also prove .),(),(),,( 1,1 RTWsese pp ∈⋅⋅
Consider the first order dynamic system 
0)(        )),()()()( xaxtftxtptx ==+Δ σ .                              (3) 
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)RA function  is called the classical solution of (3) if ,(1 TCx rd∈ 0)( xax =  and for any  t ,}{\ aTk∈ x  satisfy 
). It is well-known that for ()()( tftxt =σ)( ptx +Δ Cp Γ∈ ， ),( RTCf rd∈ , (3) has a unique classical solution given 
by 。∫+= [0),(p xateθ ), )(),(ta p dfte ττθ)(tx τ
R
Γ∈ )R
)
The following lemma which can be found in [9] is very useful in many problems. 
Lemma 3.1 If ), then ∫ .,(1 TLf∈ ⋅ ∈),[ 1,1 ),()(a RTWdf ττ
For 1 and , by definition of the generalized exponential function ep and Lemma 3.1, the 
integral  is well-defined. Similarly, the function x  given by 
 is said to be the weak solution of (3) for 1
p
=)(tx
,(1 TLf∈
∫ ⋅ ⋅),[ (),(a p fe ττθ
∫+ ),[0 () ta pexa θ
∈ ,() rd RTCdτ
)(),,(p dftte τττθ
),( RTCrd∈
Γ∈p  and . Then, the 
weak solution of (3) has the following property. 
),(1 RTLf∈
Theorem 3.2 If 1, , then the weak solution Γ∈ ,(1 TLf∈p )R x of (3) satisfies .),(1,1 RTWx∈
For the first order dynamic system 
0,                        (4) )(        )),()()()( xaxtftxtptx =+=Δ
we can also introduce the weak solution which is the function x  given by 
 for 1 and ). Then, the weak solution of (4) has the following 
property. 
),( RTCrd∈
∫+= ),[0 )())(,(),()( ta pp dftexatetx ττσ τ
)R
Γ∈p ,(1 RTLf∈
Theorem 3.3 If 1, , then the weak solution Γ∈ ,(1 TLf∈p x of (4) satisfies .),(1,1 RTWx∈
Before studying the existence of optimal controls, we discus 
L1-strong-weak lower semicontinuity of integral functional first. In the following, we said that the 
function sequence { } converges to RTff nn →:| f  in Lebesgue △-measure, if for any 0>ε , we have 
{ }( ) 0|)()(||lim =>−∈Δ∞→ εμ ttfTt nn .
Theorem 3.4 Suppose that the function }{: +∞→× ΥRRRf  is lower semicontinuous on RR×
),( ⋅
,  and 0≥f
ζf  is convex on R for every R∈ζ . Set , if ∫= ),[ )(),((),( ba tutxfuxJ Δt { } { } ),(, 1 RTLux nn ⊂  and 
in L1(T,R), then 
uw⎯→⎯ux n⎯→ ,xn s
)., nu(lim),( nxJuxJ
∞→
≤
x(
n
uuxx wn
s
n ⎯→⎯⎯→ ,Proof: Suppose that  in L1(T,R) and there exists a number c> 0 such that J  for 
all
cunn ≤),
Nn . Set∈ ))(),(( tutxf nn)(tn =α  for all Tt∈ , the function sequence { } ),(1 RTLn ⊂α
),(1 RTL∈α
 is bounded. By Dunford-Pettis 
theorem and Mazur theorem, there are , i=1, 2, …, kn, and  such that 0≥ni
k
λ
)()()(,1
11
ttt
nn k
i
in
n
in
i
n
i ααλαλ →≡′= ∑∑
=
+
=
△--a.e. on T.                      (5) 
If the following inequality 
)())(),(( ttutxf α≤ △--a.e. on T                          (6) 
holds. by Fatou lemma, it is easy to get ),(lim),( nn
n
uxJuxJ
∞→
≤ . This implies that the Theorem is true.  
By the ideal of Theorem 2 in [10] and  Lebesgue △-measure theory, we can show that the inequality (6) 
holds. # 
Let Uad be a nonempty closed convex subset of L1(T,R), consider the controlled system 
0)(        ),()()()()( xaxtutftxtptx =+=+Δ σ                    (7)
where 1,Γ∈p adU
Γ
u . The following existence theorem comes from Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2. ∈
Theorem 4.2 Let 1 and ∈p adUu∈ , then the weak solution x of (7) satisfies .),(1,1 RTWx∈
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(ux ) denotes the weak solution of (7) corresponding to the control adUu∈ . The cost functional is given 
by 
∫∫ Δ+Δ= ),[),[ ))(())((),(()( baba tuhttxtxguJ σ t
where g and h satisfy the following assumptions: 
RRRg →×:  is lower semicontinuous on RR× .[G] (1) The function 
(2) There is a constant cg such that RRyxcyxg g ×≤∀≥ ),(,),( .
 [H] The function  is convex and RRh →:
+∞=−
→∞
1)(lim uuh
u
                                                  (8) 
We study the Lagrange problems (P): Find  such that adUu ∈0
adUuuJuJ ∈∀≤ ),()( 0 .
Theorem 3.A Under the assumptions [G] and [H], if 1Γ∈p , the problem (P) has at least one solution.
Proof: By the assumptions [G](2) and [H], we have −∞>=
∈
cuJ
adUu
)(inf , and J  as +∞→)(u +∞→1Lu
a
. Let 
{ } dnu ⊆U  be a minimizing sequence, i.e.  as cuJ n →)( +∞→n , xn be the weak solution of the controlled 
system (7) corresponding to un, then for any 0>ε , there exists a natural number N such that for all n>N, 
we have 
εσ +≤Δ+Δ≤ ∫∫ cttuhttxtxgc ba nba nn ),[),[ ))(())((),((                       (9) 
Next, we show that {un} is weakly compact in L1(T,R). By assumption (8), for any 0>δ , there exists 
)(δθθ=   such that
u)δuh ()( θ≥    for all δ≥u
+∞=
+∞→
)(lim
,
where δθ
δ
. Then, for every measurable subset TE⊆ , we have
)()()( δθδμ CEttuc
E n
+≤Δ≤ ∫ ,
where C>0 is independent of δ . We infer that 
0
)(
lim)(suplim
})(|{
=≤Δ
+∞→≥∈+∞→ ∫ δθττ δδδ
Cu
suTs nu nn
This means that { } ) is uniformly integrable. By the Dunford Pettis theorem, ,(1 TLun ⊆ R { }nu
),RT R
 is weakly compact 
in . Since ) is closed and convex, by the Mazur lemma, there is a subsequence, relabeled as 
,
(1L
{ }nu
,(1 TLUad⊆
adU∈u  such that uw⎯→⎯
)
un  in  L
1(T,R).
Note that , therefore, ,(),( RTLRTCe rdp
∞⊆∈θ
∫∫ ⋅⋅ Δ⋅⎯→Δ⋅ ),[),[ )(),()(),( a psa np ueue ττττττ θθ                         (10) 
Let
∫ Δ++= ),[0 )]()()[,(),()( ta pp uftexatetx ττττθθ
then x  is just the weak solution of the controlled system (7) corresponding to u . By (10) and Ascoli-
Arzela theorem on time scales, we can show that  in  Crd(T,R). By Theorem 4.1, we have xx sn ⎯→
cuJuJc nn =≤≤ ∞→ )(inf)( .
Thus, u  is an optima control of the problem (P). # 
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4. Necessary conditions of optimality 
In order to derive the necessary conditions of optimality containing optimal controlled system, adjoint 
equation and optimal inequality, we must study the backward problem of linear dynamic equation on time 
scale. We firstly introduce the integral function with variable lower limit given by 
TtssftF
bt
∈Δ=∫ ,)()( ),[ , for ),(1 RTLf∈
and discuss its properties which can not be directly obtained from the integral function with variable upper 
limit. 
Lemma 4.1 (1) If ), then  and ).,(TCf rd∈
1,1
),(1 RTCF rd∈ ()( tftF −=Δ
(2) If , then .(1 TLf∈ ,( RTWF∈
Corollary 4.1 Suppose that ,) Cp,( RTCf rd∈ Γ∈ . Then 
 (1) s implies )  and );∫= ),[ )(),()( bt p sftsetF Δ
Δs
,(1 RTCF rd∈ ()()()( tftFtptF −=+Δ σ
 (2)  implies ) and∫= ),[ )()),(()( bt p sftsetF σ ,(1 RTCF rd∈ ( ) )()()()( tftFtptF −=Δ σθ ;
 (3)  implies ) and∫= ),[ )())(,()( bt p sftsetF σ Δs ,(1 RTCF rd∈
[ ] )()()(1)()()( 1 tftpttFtptF −Δ +−=+ μσσ .
Consider the following backward problem 
0)(),()()()( ϕϕϕϕ σ ==+Δ btfttpt ,                     (11) 
we can introduce the weak solution of (11) given by 
∫ Δ+= ),[0 )(),(),()( bt pp ssftsetbet ϕϕ .
Now, we present the necessary conditions of optimality for the problem (P). In addition to the 
hypotheses [G](2), suppose that the following condition is satisfied: 
[G](3) RRRg ×: →  is convex. 
Theorem 4.A Let 1Γ∈p . Under the assumptions [H] and [G](2)(3), then, in order that the pair ( be
optimal pair of the problem (P), it is necessary that there are ,  such that the following
equations and inequality hold: 
)ux,
),(1,1 RTW∈ϕ ),( RTL∞∈η
⎪⎩
⎪⎨
⎧
∂∈=
∈−=+−
Δ
),(,0)(
,),()(
)()(1
)()(
xGb
Tttt
tpt
tpt
ηϕ
ηϕμϕ
σ                                             (12)
[ ] ),(,,0)()()(
)()(1
)(
),[
uHUuttutut
tpt
t
adba
∂∈∈∀≥Δ−⎥⎦
⎤
⎢⎣
⎡ ++∫ ξξμ
ϕ σ (13)
where
[ ]
[ ] .))(())(())()()((),()(
,))(),(())(),(())()()((),()(
),[),[
),[),[
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ Δ−≤Δ−∈=∂
⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ Δ−≤Δ−∈=∂
∫∫
∫∫
∞
∞
baba
baba
ttugtuhttututRTLuH
ttxtxgtxtxgttxtxtRTLxG
ξξ
ηη σσ Proof:  Since U  is convex, it is clear 
that 
ad
adUuuu ∈−+= )(u εε  for ]1,0[∈ε , . Let εx  be the weak solution of (7) corresponding to the control εu ,
then ε  can be expressed by 
adUu∈
x
∫ Δ++= ),[0 )]()()[,(),()( ta pp uftexatetx ττττ εθθε .
Considering 
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∫ Δ−=− ),[ )]()()[,()()( ta p tuutetxtx τττ εθε                           (14) 
and set 
ε
ε
ε
)()(
lim)(
0
txtx
ty
−=
+→
,
we have 
∫ Δ−= ),[ )]()()[,()( ta p tuutety τττθ .                        (15) 
By virtue of Theorem 3.2, it is easy to see that  the function y is just the weak solution of the following 
variational equation 
.0)(        ),()()()()( =−=+Δ aytututytpty σ                  (16) 
In fact, y is the Gateaux derivative of weak solution x at u  in the direction uu− .
Define  for . Since ∫= ),[ ))(),(()( ba txtxgxG σ Δt ),(1 RTLx∈ RRRg →×:  is convex, g is continuous. By Theorem 4.1, 
G is a lower semicontinuous functional on the real locally convex space L1(T,R). For any x
and
),(12 RTLx ∈,1
]1,0[∈λ , by assumption [G](3), we have 
)()1()())1(( 2121 xGxGxxG λλλλ −+≤−+ .
Hence, G is convex on L1(T,R). Note that x  is weak solution of the controlled system (7) corresponding to 
the optimal control u , by Corollary 47.7 of [11], we know that G is finite and continuous at x . Moreover, 
one can see from Theorem 47.A of [11]  that G is subdifferentiable at )R,(),( 1 TLRTCrd ⊆∈x  and the 
subdifferential )(xG∂  of G at σ
Δt
x .
Define  for . Similarly to the functional G, the functional H is 
subdifferentiable at 
∫= ),[ ))(()( ba tuhuH ),(1 RTLu∈
adUu∈  and the subdifferential )(uH∂  of H at u .
Note that, J=G+H, we conclude that J is subdifferentiable at u . Computing the subgradient of J at u  in 
the direction u−u , we find that 
[ ]∫ ∂∈∀∂∈∀Δ−+=−∂ ),[ )(),(,))()()(()()(),( ba uHxGttututttyuuuJ ξηξη .
Since u  is the optimal control, so 
adUuuJuJ ∈∀∈∀≥− ],1,0[,0)()( εε .
Hence, for u  to be optimal it is necessary that 
[ ] )(),(,0))()()(()()(
),[
uHxGttututtty
ba
∂∈∀∂∈∀≥Δ−+∫ ξηξη .          (17) 
Let )(xG∂∈η , consider the followingadjoint equation 
.0)(),()(
)()(1
)()( =−=+−
Δ btt
tpt
tpt ϕηϕμϕ
σ            (18) 
By the virtue of Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.1, the adjoint equation (18) has a unique weak solution 
 given by ),RT(1,1W∈ϕ
∫ Δ= ),[ )(),()( bt p tttset ηϕ θ
 Using the integration by parts formula in W1,1(T,R), we have 
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[∫∫ −+=Δ ),[),[ )()()(1
)()()(
baba
]Δ)(tutu
tpt
tttty μ
ϕη
σ
t .                       (19) 
Further, substituting (19) into (17), we have the optimal inequality (13). This completes the proof of  all the 
necessary conditions as stated in the theorem. # 
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